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The French, in the most recent edition of Le Monde Diplomatique feature an editorial which leaked 
both through the U.S. Presidential Security Act and the newly created Vice Presidential Security Act 
as well, as through the Total Information Awareness Act run by Admiral Poindexter.1 
 
Le Monde (which can be viewed at MondeDiplo.com) presumes to disclose the origin of the U.S. 
preventative, first strike policy. DDW investigators, working undercover with the Blonde operative, 
who, by virtue of appearing to be from California, not France, was able to penetrate our security 
system, have acquired classified photos and details the French obtained of Operation Cold Duck.2 
 
According to the documents and other paraphernalia obtained while undercover with the blonde, the 
DDW investigator brought back the photo (enclosed) of Sacagawea as the commandant of 
Wolfowitz’s Wolfhounds. The noted Special Forces Team, is said to be located on the Syrian/Iraq 
border, in Syria near Abu Kamal, scouting marshes to locate prime waterfowl hunting lodges. 
 
According to the French, George Schultz (now Chairman of Bechtel) had signed a contract with 
Sacagawea to lead this group of highly trained “Sniffers” as they were called, to be Embedded 
Reporters in the upcoming war to clandestinely sniff out waterfowl locations while appearing to be 
normal military embedded reporters. 
 
 Saddam Hussein had destroyed the famous Mesopotamian Marshes by damming the 
Tigris/Euphrates river basins and channelizing the water. Wolfowitz’s Wolfhounds were to quickly 
establish footholds in the headwaters of the Tigris/Euphrates (which requires clandestine incursions 
and bases in Syria). A second objective was to establish security and locate weapons of mass 
destruction – mainly game violators.3 
 
Reports are that high-level Iraqui bag violators took too many birds. Their freezers were filled with 
waterfowl and they were headed to Syria when apprehended near the border.  
 
DDW has learned that there has been a breakdown in diplomatic relations between the French and 
the U.S. Pentagon, led by Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld. However, as an olive branch to the 
French and other older nations, the Secretary sent an emissary to France offering them a piece of 
the reconstruction efforts, as a subcontractor to Bechtel.  Rumsfeld had recommended the French 
rebuild the waste treatment facilities of Baghdad and even went so far as to propose it be named 
the Chirac Waste Treatment Facility. The French, continuing their obstinate and irritable nature, 
published the report in Le Monde Diplomatique, infuriating Secretary Rumsfeld and his old friend, 
George Schultz (Chairman of Bechtel), who, under pressure had agreed to the sub-contract. 
 
 
                                                
1 Le Monde Diplomatique writes: “The National Security Strategy..which for the first time included the notion of 
preventive war..this strategy was not a response to 11 September. It was formulated in a document dating from 
September 2000, signed by influential members of the current administration before they took office. 
2 DDW readers will recall that DDW’s editor had learned Operation Cold Duck was formulated during the 
Reagan years by the then VP Bush Sr. to scout out and establish exclusive hunting lodges along the Tigris river 
to allow private discussions of oil and power policies between administration and corporate officials. 
3 Sacagawea, due to her sniffing skills, was quickly referred to as Wolfowitz of Arabia. 
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